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Abstract 
 

Android and iOS are two of the leading smart phone and mobile device operating systems on the 

present market.  Both of these platforms support third party application development.  Cloud storage 

involves storing and accessing data online.   

 

The goal of this project involved helping a cloud storage company, with an existing iOS application 

and a less developed Android application, to update the Android application and simultaneously 

develop both applications.  In addition to producing functionality in the applications it was the goal of 

this project to determine methods that would be useful in further updating and production of new 

functionality. 

 

While a wide range of tools exist aimed at helping cross platform development none of the frameworks 

examined fit the requirements of this project.  As a result development was done natively on each 

platform.  Attempts were made to translate the iOS code line by line and to simply build from an 

outline of the iOS functionality. 

 

During this process a number of tools that could replace each other on each device were determined.  

Additionally a number of the challenges in translating between operating systems were discussed.  

Finally while translating functionality line by line proved ineffective, it was found that noting down 

some aspects of the iOS code structure and some server call code could be useful for Android 

development when one was familiar with the iOS code. 
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1 Introduction 
 

In the current smart phone and mobile device environment there are a number of different operating 

systems in active use. Two of the dominant smart phone operating systems are iOS and Android.  One 

of the major features of these operating systems is support for third party applications. 

 

Development for these platforms is built into two different systems that use different languages and 

tools.  As a result developing natively on these two systems requires maintaining separate code. When 

developing one must choose whether to develop natively or use a framework designed for cross 

platform development.     

 

2 Problem Description 
 

The main purpose of this thesis was to address two problems faced by a company with an existing iOS 

application and a less developed Android application.  The first problem was how to bring their 

existing Android application in line with their existing iOS application.  The second problem was to 

determine practices or tools that would allow for more effective development on both platforms, 

simultaneously, in the future, attempting to prevent the Android application from falling so far behind 

again. 

 

To answer these larger question involves address a subset of smaller questions.  Some of these 

questions may prove primarily relevant to this case, while some may be more broadly applied. Further 

some may change as development on these platforms evolves.   

 

First it was important to address the possibility of replicating functionality. Was it possible to replicate 

all the functionality of the existing cloud storage iOS application on an Android platform?   If it wasn’t 

possible to replicate all functionality, what functionality could be replicated?  Was there functionality 

that needs to change to fit the standards and conventions of the different platforms? 

 

Secondly it was important to determine if there were tools that could help development.  Were there 

cross platform development tools to effectively translate existing iOS code or an entire application to 

an Android application?  If no tools existed to effectively translate all of the code, were there tools to 

aid in translating? Were there tools that could be used to build on top of the existing applications 

simultaneously and effectively? 

 

It was possible no tools would be found that appeared appropriate to the task of translating from the 

iOS to Android.  In this instance it could become necessary to translate the functionality manually. 

Alternately adjustments might need to be made to code produced by any selected tool(s).  In either of 

these instances a variety of other questions would need to be answered.  Could code be carried over 

directly and adjusted? How would the different structure of Android affect translation? How would the 

difference in language affect translation?  If a tool or library that produces functionality on the iOS 

didn’t exist in Android what could be used as a replacement? 

 

The existing states of the applications could also prove important.  How similar were the existing code 

implementations in the application? Did the differences in implementation affect the ability to develop 

for both platforms simultaneously?   

 

Finally it was important to keep in mind the type of system that was being built.  What might work for 

one application, like a local game, might be inappropriate for an application with heavy server 

interaction, emulating a file system, with the desired range of display and file interactions. 

 

By answering the questions above the project also might provide information regarding if there was a 
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benefit to working from an existing iOS application rather than simply creating an Android application 

from scratch given the development conditions. 

 

3 System Overview 

 

In this section an overview of the system at the start of the project and the desired functionality will be 

presented.  It will look at what was present in both systems, what was different between the systems, 

and what was to be implemented. 

 

3.1 Existing Functionality 

 

This section will provide an overview of what the major functions of the application were when the 

project began.  It will also discuss what is different in the applications.  This should provide a basis for 

what needs to be implemented and what new functionality will interact with.   

 

3.1.1 Present in Both Applications 

 

The applications examined in this paper are iOS and Android applications designed to implement a 

cloud storage solution.  These applications together with the website and a desktop client that can be 

installed on one’s computer provide the systems users a platform for interacting with the storage 

solution.   

 

In addition to storing and accessing an individual’s own files the applications emphasize the ability to 

share one’s files and folders with others.  This includes selecting folders and files to make accessible to 

others, as well as sending links to the shared files and folders. 

 

The applications were each set up to present different features in tabs. There was a home screen that 

emulated a computer’s desktop. It provided access to several specific folders, like the documents folder, 

that might exist in the user’s file system.  From here a user could access all his files and folders.  There 

was a WebShare tab.  This tab allowed the user to view and modify what he had made available to 

others.  There was a Settings tab. This tab allowed the user to perform system and account actions like 

clearing the cache and logging out.  In addition to these tabs displays the system included views to get 

information, error messages, and menus. 

 

The applications were designed to mimic the layout of the native file system.  As a result files and 

folders were displayed in a list view.  In any of the list views the user had some basic functionality 

available. The user could access folder contents, interact with supported file types, delete objects, and 

share objects.  Both applications supported viewing a variety of file types. Users could access images, 

documents, video, websites, and music for supported file types. 

 

Another important aspect of a cloud storage system was how data storage and synchronization was 

maintained.  Both applications mixed storing recently accessed data locally for offline use, while 

keeping anything stored locally consistent with what is stored on servers.   

 

3.1.2 Major Application Discrepancies 

 

There were a number of discrepancies between the current iOS and Android applications feature 

sets.  The iOS application had been developed more extensively than the Android application and 

included a number of features not in the Android application. 
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The most immediately apparent discrepancy between the two applications was that the iOS included 

two tabs that were not present in the Android application.  The iOS application included a music player 

tab and tab for folders uploaded via the computer application.  The music player tab allowed users to 

stream music in the application.  It supported playing all music in the active folder.  This had not been 

implemented in Android and as a result music was handled by downloading an individual song and 

passing playing to another application.  There easy upload tab was related to the computer program 

that allowed one to set folders to automatically upload from his computer.  This tab showed the 

computers that a user had linked to the account.  This data could also be accessed using the drive on 

the homepage however this tab provided an alternative way to display and access these folders. 

 

In addition to the different tabs a number of more basic features when interacting with the Android 

application that were not present.  It was not possible at present to rename or create folders in the 

Android application.  The iOS application did file handling in application where in the Android 

application, with the exception of images, handled files by passing them to other applications, when an 

appropriate application was available.   

 

Beyond these features the iOS application contained a variety of minor features separate throughout 

the system that the Android application did not.  These included a greater range of sharing options, 

searching folders, and other minor features that were not prioritized highly enough to be addressed 

during this project. 

 

3.2 Functionality Implemented 

 

This section focuses on the functionality that was to be added to each application.  The favorite tab and 

home page were implemented during this project in both the iOS and Android applications.  Folder 

functionality existed in the iOS application and was migrated. This functionality was prioritized by the 

company. 

 

3.2.1 Favorites Tab 

 

Both applications supported sharing a user's content, but provided no way to access other users 

content.  Implementation of this was one of the main tasks for this project.  This functionality involved 

adding a Favorites tab that allowed a user to access his favorite WebShares . This allowed users to 

access things that had been shared by other users. While this related to existing server calls, some 

aspects of file storage, permissions, and server access changed as a result of these WebShares not being 

stored as folders directly related to the user's account but accessed through links to other user’s 

WebShares. 

 

The favorites tab should have a tab bar at the bottom to allow navigation between the bars and show it 

is selected.  There should be a title bar along the top.  Below the title there should be a description of 

favorites and a link to the website where one might find others WebShares. Items in the tab should 

display as a list.  Additionally there should be the ability to present a menu and several interactions 

with the listed items.  Errors should also display. 

 

This tab should function similar to the local file system.  It should retrieve and display favorites. When 

a favorite is clicked it should retrieve and display the contents.  The contents should be handled as 

everywhere else in the system with pictures, music, and other file types behaving consistently.  The 

user should be able to add favorites. The user should be able to delete favorites. The user should be 

able to refresh the list of favorites to make it consistent with the server favorites.  Errors such as 

incorrect passwords should be handled.  The contents of a favorite should not provide the options 

available in the main favorite list as the user cannot modify or delete the contents of other users 

WebShares. 
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3.2.2 Home Page 

 

The other addition to both applications involves building off existing functionality to generate new 

tools on the home page.  The home page should have several static icons added to the folders already 

displayed.  The camera icon should navigate the user to his or her pictures folder if it exists and display 

the option to upload or take photos, as already available in existing application.  The help icon should 

display the getting started pdf available on the website.  The settings icon should provide the view 

currently in the settings tab. Other minor adjustments to the display of information should occur 

including the display of consistent backgrounds, drive names, and information regarding drive space. 

 

3.2.3 Folder Functionality 

 

Folders in the Android system lacked some of the functionality present in the iOS system.  Folder 

creation and renaming should function in the Android app.  This includes the addition of appropriate 

menu and user input collection.   

 

3.3 Bugs and Learning 

 

In addition to adding  this functionality in both applications it was necessary to perform bug fixes. In 

the process of implementing the new functionality and fixing old it was necessary to learn about a 

range of the tools that were used and how the applications were structured.  This insight provided 

further understanding of moving functionality from an iOS application to an Android application. 

 

4 Methodology 

 

This section provides a discussion of what options were looked at in choosing a method for 

development.  It evaluates these options given the situation described above. It then lays out the 

method that was selected for implementing functionality in the applications.   

 

4.1 Survey of Development Options 

 

When this project began there were a number of competing options for cross development on both 

Android and iOS platforms.  Looking at some of more popular cross platform development tools it was 

possible to see that they were designed for use from the beginning of a new application [1][2][3]. They 

expected the developer to work into their framework, using the language they selected. Titanium was 

Javascript based [4]. Phonegap used HTML, CSS, and Javascirpt [5]. Rhodes was Ruby based [6]. 

Corona used Lua [7]. For each of these frameworks development should begin and be carried out in 

this language and in their framework.   XMLVM was different in that it was designed to start from an 

existing Android application code base [8].  None of these tools was appropriate for starting from an 

iOS code base. Looking at weather additional programing would have been necessary in the native 

language after the apps were generated became unnecessary because these options could not start to 

perform the task of building the base applications working from the existing  iOS code base. 

 

In addition to not meeting the need for translation, most of these tools also failed to meet the need for 

further development of new features.  For the frameworks that were designed to be used from the start, 

implementing new functionality in them would require producing a lot of extra code to simulate the 

aspects of the existing application that the new features are integrated with. Then any new features 

would need to be integrated into the application. XMLVM presented a different option. Since XMLVM 

was designed to translate an Android application to an iOS application, once the Android application 
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was up to a functional level with the iOS it might be possible to use it to generate a new iOS 

application, with all existing functionality. Then any new functionality added to the Android 

application could also be generated in the iOS. However, as the Android application was far behind the 

iOS application any iOS application generated from the Android base would lose functionality. As a 

result this was not tested during this project. 

 

Outside of the above frameworks the Android NDK appeared to be a possible tool for translating from 

an iOS base to Android. It allows a developer to implement applications in C++ directly on an Android 

platform. 

 

It initially appeared that if the decision was made to use the Android NDK a choice would need to be 

made between integrating the new C++ into the existing Java code and attempting to translate the 

entire iOS application into C++ from Objective-C.  On further investigation it became clear that the 

NDK was not designed for integrating C++ and Java [9].  Developers should at the start of creating an 

application select which language they are going to work in. This means the only option for using the 

Android NDK involved starting the Android application again building from the existing iOS 

application. This is not the same as starting over with one of the previously discussed frameworks, 

since there would be the existing iOS application to work from, however, getting the Android 

application back to its current state could be a large time sync. To determine how long translating the 

existing iOS, Objective-C application to c++ capable of running on Android requires looking at what 

will need to change in the translation.  Determining this and how long translating to Java takes could 

provide some insight into the value of development in each way. 

 

Starting by translating from Objective-C to Java would allow learning about what would need to 

change in any movement of code between operating systems, what would need to change specifically 

as a result of language, and what would need to change as a result of the existing state of the systems. 

From this one could make some conclusions about what translating to Android C++ would require. 

Based on some of the initial results of translating to Java from the iOS application this avenue was not 

explored further. For more details concerning what was required for translation and how big a factor 

language was see the Results and Conclusion sections of the paper. 

 

A final alternative for development on both iPhone and android is the use of HTML5.  It is possible to 

run HTML5 using iOS’s UIWebview and Android’s WebView.  Using this practice one is not 

designing an application that leverages the local devices tools but displaying a webpage in the devices 

built in browser.   Native applications and webpages each have their own advantages.  Further with 

HTML5 it is not necessary to implement everything in HTML5 but one can instead implement only 

some features. 

 

For these applications there were some downsides to using HTML5.  It would become difficult to 

reuse existing iOS and Android code. Since much is already done using native tools the look could 

prove inconsistent or be difficult to reproduce. The iOS application interacts with other applications to 

upload photos, videos, and other files. Android uses other applications to handle file types not 

supported in the web and gallery views. Any interaction with other applications still requires 

implementation of local code. Due to the heavy reliance on local services, interaction with other 

applications, concerns about consistency, the benefits of code reuse, and time concerns HTML5 was 

not selected for use during this project.   

 

Despite not being used during this project HTML5 appeared to offer a lot of promise in cross platform 

application development. It could be useful in future development at for this company. 
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4.2 Practices 

 

Due to the existing state of the system and the desires of the company a number of decisions were 

made early on concerning how the implementation of all new functionality should be carried out.  This 

section presents these criteria as well as reasoning behind some of the decisions.   

 

The biggest decision made concerning development was to program natively on both platforms.  A 

serious time investment had already been made in the development of the iOS application.  Since at the 

time the project commenced no tools were available to translate from iOS to Android it was decided it 

would take too long to start from scratch. Speed of development of new functionality was given a high 

priority.  Additionally there were some concerns that tools for cross platform development might not 

successfully translate the application and be completely consistent with the native environments 

conventions. 

 

When implementing on each platform there were other important concerns.  It was decided where 

platform conventions differ the application should be consistent with the platforms conventions. 

Additionally existing, platform tools should be used whenever possible. Where no platform specific 

limitations or conventions dictate otherwise, the applications should perform as similar as 

possible.   This was intended to make use on each platform intuitive while making it easier for users to 

move between the platforms. 

 

 

4.3   Method 

 

In the previous section it was established that code would be implemented on each platform in its 

native language.   Additionally what functionality needed to be implemented has been laid out.  In this 

section how each piece of functionality was translated between languages and environments will be 

established. 

 

Two different ways of translating from iOS to Android code were attempted.  In both cases a set of 

functionality was selected.  Then all related methods were to be handled according to one translation 

method. 

 

First an attempt was made to transfer methods unchanged and translate them line by line.  The 

exception was in relation to view display. The focus on methods not related to display was a result of 

differences in how the systems display and is discussed further in the results. This was attempted with 

the implementation of getting the favorite listing and individual favorites as well as related 

functionality including storage.  Additionally after folder creation had been attempted renaming was 

implemented via line by line translation. 

 

As a second method for translation an outline of useful points in the iOS application related to a 

function was created. Then implement in Android was attempted based off of those notes.  Folder 

creation, the home page layout, and favorite creation followed this method and were built on an 

overview of what was done in the iOS. The overview of the iOS code included several things. It 

included any server calls to be made, XML, links, an overview of logic, and comments on 

display.  This overview did not include some other directly copied text but all focus on highlighting 

key functions and strings that aren’t specific to Objective-C as opposed to a line by line translation.   

 

Looking at the implemented functionality one can see what a portion of an outline for getting a 
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favorite in the favorite tab might include.  The discussion of what could be included in an example 

outline given below was not initially implemented using an outline but the functionality is used as it 

highlights some of the useful things one might track.  The actual outlining was not done formally, but 

quickly, in notes structured for easy personal use. 

 

To implement getting a favorite do the following. First create a tab that will display a list of favorites. 

This requires a display method and making sure the right tab is highlighted. Next make a server call to 

get favorites list when entering the tab. This will require a method controlling the flow, a check if it’s 

cached a method for the server call, and a method for handling response data.  In the server call 

method we can directly translate the URL so it should be in the outline.  Include notes on response data 

reading as some information on what is in the result is important as even if one is storing everything 

some identifiers will probably be used in object identification.   This functionality should get the list of 

favorites. 

 

Next if a favorite is selected it must be retrieved. Again a server call should be made to get the favorite. 

This should be handled similarly to the above instance. Display this time will not exclusively be 

favorites but a list item view like other folders one can get. To complete display requires a server call 

for thumbnail of photo type and should use as much as possible of existing thumbnail loading 

functionality.  Again the URL and data in the call will be the same and can be noted for direct 

translation when different from existing in application URLs or data.  All of these server calls can use 

the same get in a backside class 

 

The outline could continue with a server call to get object in a favorite from the list item 

view.  Because all of these server calls are for objects that are pathed differently than existing objects, 

some changes for retrieval and display may be needed but this outline should give an idea of what to 

look at, for example existing gets and thumbnail handling. 

 

Outlining in this way is not dissimilar from what one might do if one was building the Android 

program from scratch or if one were going to move code over directly.  Unlike beginning a program 

from scratch the iOS program can provide a guide for how things should flow and some basic 

code.  Additionally setting up a similar layout would be part of directly translating the code, except 

where the code provides portions of the outline.  Additionally in this instance the only code we move 

directly is code that need not be changed, including URLs.  Other examples could include other code 

directly copied 

 

During the translation between the applications there was a focus on how much the code changed.  In 

both cases attention was paid to what replaces what tools. While the functionality implemented via 

direct translation and outline was not identical, by implementing multiple features it was hoped that 

difficulty experienced do to a particular feature being more challenging to implement then another and 

learning the systems did not overly influence opinions on difficulty of implementation.   These 

methods both helped to build an understanding of a set of tools that can be used to replace each other 

in the two applications.  Further, this methodology provided insights into some of the questions posited 

in the introduction.   

 

5 Implementation 

 

This section will provide information on the results of the attempts to translate from iOS to Android 

directly.  It will focus on what stayed the same and what changed when moving between the two 

systems. The solutions that were implemented are not the only way to implement the feature set that 

the application contains and were often built to reuse as much of the existing system as possible.  As a 

result the new functionality was based heavily off of early design decisions and how the application 
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has evolved during previous development.  This also holds true when changes needed to be made when 

moving from the iOS to Android. 

 

5.1 Convention Visible to the User  
 

It was possible to implement the desired functionality on both systems, however there were some 

visual discrepancies.  Additionally some file handling behavior was not identical between the two 

systems.  In keeping with the conventions of the two systems some display and navigation tools were 

used differently between the two systems.  Due to differences in these tools what replaced a display 

method on one system was not always consistent, for example, sometimes a options menu was more 

appropriate in replacing an iOS UIActionSheet but other times a context menu was preferred on the 

android.  Popup menus were also an alternative on Android.  In this section the tools that were selected 

that behaved or displayed differently from a user perspective in the iOS and Android apps will be 

examined. 

 

5.1.1 Backward Navigation 

 

Navigation can be handled differently in the iOS and Android.  On the iOS all navigation is handled on 

the touch screen.  The standard method for navigating back to a previous view is by using the 

navigation bar (Figure 1).   However, one may have multiple stacks for navigating back, such as for 

different tabs.  In this case, when the navigation button displays, is an important aspect of having 

multiple tabs.  Removing the settings tab and adding the favorites tab required making sure the settings 

tab now properly displayed the navigation bar and the favorites tab did not until a favorite was opened. 

Android phones include a button that allows the user to navigate back making it possible to leave out 

on screen back navigation (Figure2).  Additionally this button may be used to navigate back out of the 

app [10]. This should be considered in deciding how one will have the flipper react when moving 

between tabs.   

        

Figure 1 iOS Navigation Bar           Figure 2 Android No Navigation Bar 
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5.1.2 Menus 

 

Menus are one area where display conventions are different between iOS [11]and Android [12]. In the 

iOS an item in a list can be deleted by swiping (Figure 3).  Actions specific to an item in a row were 

handled by adding a button to the cell for that item which would then bring up a separate view.  For 

Android a long click will display a context menu. (Figure 4, Figure 5)  This context menu will then 

have item specific actions in it.  To see actions for the active folder in the iOS was handled with a 

UIActionSheets that was triggered by a button in the navigation tool bar. (Figure 6, Figure 8)  For 

Android while a button was placed similarly to bring up a context menu, but additionally an options 

menu display with options when the menu button was pressed (Figure 7, Figure 9). 

Figure 3 iOS Delete Item         Figure 4 Context Menu    

Figure 5 Simplified Android context menu creation and item handling methods 

public void onCreateContextMenu(ContextMenu menu, View v, ContextMenuInfo menuInfo) { 

MenuInflater inflater = getMenuInflater(); 

inflater.inflate(R.menu.context_menu_favorite, menu); 

} 

 

public boolean onContextItemSelected(MenuItem item) {//handle result}; 

 

//In the XML add items to the context menu 

<item Android:id="@+id/delete_favorite" 

Android:icon="@drawable/ic_menu_preferences" 

Android:title="Delete" /> 
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           Figure 6 UIActionSheet       Figure 7 Options Menu 

 

 

Figure 8 iOS UIActionSheet set up and delegate method for response 

//call 

UIActionSheet* actionSheet = [[UIActionSheet alloc] initWithTitle:nil delegate:self 

cancelButtonTitle:nil destructiveButtonTitle:nil otherButtonTitles:nil]; 

//add buttons 

buttonIndexUploadNewPhotoAndMovie_ = [actionSheet 

addButtonWithTitle:*Lbl_UploadNewPhotoAndMovie]; 

[actionSheet showInView:self.parentViewController.tabBarController.view]; 

[actionSheet release]; //garbage handling 

 

//delegate for response 

- (void)actionSheet:(UIActionSheet *)actionSheet clickedButtonAtIndex:(NSInteger)buttonIndex 

{//code for handling response 
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Figure 9: Android option menu implement methods for creation, preparation, and results: 

@Override 

public boolean onCreateOptionsMenu(Menu menu) { 

MenuInflater mInflater = getMenuInflater(); 

mInflater.inflate(R.menu.folder_listing_menu, menu); 

} 

 

@Override 

public boolean onPrepareOptionsMenu(Menu menu) { 

//if you want multiple versions of the menu you can set it up here.} 

 

@Override 

public boolean onOptionsItemSelected(MenuItem item) { 

//Do something based on selection} 

 

// XML 

<item Android:id="@+id/menu_addFavorite" Android:enabled="true" Android:checked="false" 

Android:title="Add Favorite" Android:menuCategory="alternative"  Android:visible="true" 

Android:icon="@drawable/ic_menu_folder" Android:checkable="false" 

Android:titleCondensed="Add"></item> 

 

5.1.3 Popup Messages 

 

Another difference in displays in how messages, like errors, are presented to the user.  The iOS’s 

standard method of presenting the user information is to use UIAlertViews (Figure 10, Figure 12). 

Android presents messages using Toast (Figure 11, Figure 13).  One major distinction between these 

two message types is that UIAlertViews take user interaction, and as a result can get 

information.  Depending on your response to the interaction this may require determining information 

about what alert triggered it which can be done with tags. Toast messages do not require user 

interaction and will disappear based on a set delay.  It is possible to generate displays for Android that 

take input if needed but is not conventional for many error messages. 

 

      Figure 10 UIAlertView     Figure 11 Toast 
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Figure 12 iOS UIAlertView 

UIAlertView* msg = [[UIAlertView alloc] initWithTitle:nil message:errorMsg delegate:nil 

cancelButtonTitle: @”OK” otherButtonTitles:nil]; 

[msg show]; 

[msg release]; 

 

- (void)alertView:(UIAlertView *)alertView clickedButtonAtIndex:(NSInteger)buttonIndex 

{//handles response data if any.} 

 

Figure 13 Android Toast message: 

CharSequence errorMsg = "Errors and catastrophes with " + selection.name; 

Toast toast = Toast.makeText(Core.this, errorMsg, duration); 

toast.show(); 

 

5.1.4 UI Styles and Widgets 

 

Finally some view backgrounds and widgets appear different in the application.  Each platform comes 

with a standard backgrounds and widgets, for example the iOS’s UITableView includes 

UITableViewStyleGrouped.  While it would be possible to replicate identical backgrounds on the 

alternative device it is not done in many applications. 

 

These were the major changes in user interaction with the application between iOS and 

Android.  There are many other differences one must address when moving code between iOS and 

Android applications that do not impact what the user sees. 

 

5.2 Language 

 

One major difference in programing for the iOS and Android is language.  iOS applications are written 

in Objective-C and Android applications are a combination of Java and XML.  This difference 

propagates into many other areas of implementation on the devices. One major distinction is the 

changes that one must make when translating text.  It also has an impact on what libraries are available, 

what tools are available, and program structure.  Additionally it can impact the layout of the program. 

 

How much change is required in translating due to language can vary depending on what code is being 

moved. Language differences sometimes don’t require any translation.  Frequently control statements 

including, if and else statements, switch statements, and loops are the same.  However the contents of 

these statements will generally be different.  Frequently the type of variable used in Objective-C will 

be a variation on a standard c type, which is similar to Java.  For example a Java String can become an 

NSString in Objective-C, an Array can become an NSArray, and an int can become an NSInteger.  An 

int and other basic c types also exists in Objective-C however a method a developer wants to use on 

the iOS may use the Objective-C type.  An example of this is UIAlertView’s button returns an 

NSInteger.  While changing types is not difficult it can be time consuming if done by a person going 

through the code.  In addition to simply changing types, how types behave can be different.  Adding 

Strings together is an example of this observed during this implementation.  In Objective-C combining 

strings requires creating a new string using the method stringWithFormat (Figure 14). In Java you can 

add strings by putting plusses between them (Figure 15).  Additionally function calls and declarations 
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are generally written differently and can differ for similar objects (Figure 16 -19).  While this 

translation is generally not difficult it is another time sync and it can occasionally be difficult to find 

the appropriate replacement for a function.   

 

Fig 14 Objective-C method for combining strings: 

NSString newString = [NSString stringWithFormat:@”newText %@ %@”, oldString1, oldString2]; 

 

Figure 15 Java String Combination: 

newString = “newText ” + oldString1 + “ “ + oldString2; 

 

Figure 16 Objective-C method call for string comparison: 

bool result = [name isEqualToString: “”]; 

 

Figure 17 Example Java method call. 

bool result = name.equals(“”); 

 

Figure 18 Example Objective-C declaration: 

- (void) printThese:(NSString) toPrint { //code for printing } 

 

Figure 19 Example Java declaration: 

public void printThis(String toPrint){//code for printing} 

 

A number of other common differences between C based languages and Java can be seen when 

moving from the iOS to Android. C based languages generally separate declarations into .h files and 

implementations into .mm files. C languages require garbage collection to prevent memory leaks 

where Java has built in garbage collection.  There are other differences as well, but further examining 

every difference between Java and C languages in detail is beyond the scope of this paper. These 

differences demonstrate the scope of how different the languages can be.  The next section will focus 

on expanding on the major discrepancies that are specific to or very prevalent in iOS and Android 

application structure. 

 

5.3 Structure 

 

The general structuring of data flow and views differs between iOS and Android applications.  Some 

things are structurally different due to system and language requirements.  Others are more 

conventional differences and could be implemented similarly if one were to choose, but are not 

emphasized in one environment. 

 

5.3.1 Data Flow 

 

An important feature of Objective-C that is heavily used in the use of both built in iOS tools and many 

user created libraries is protocols and delegates. Protocols and delegates are used to send a message 

from a class to the class that called it [13].  This means that using a library to make server calls or 
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implementing a table view will require delegate methods to be implemented in the calling class.  When 

the called class has data to return it will then call these delegate methods using the passed in delegate 

class.  The same delegate method could receive call responses from different original calling methods, 

and, especially in server interactions, returned data may not be in the order the original calls were 

made. It is important to make sure the delegate knows if it is receiving a response from a server post or 

a get.  The user must therefore set up this tracking.  

 

Java doesn’t contain delegates. Sometimes in Android a response is returned to where it was called 

when an iOS app would pass the information to a delegate. In Android this data can be handled 

knowing what call was made but this is not true with the use of delegates.  This can lead to some 

differences in the control flow of a class.  There are however other places in Android where similar 

behavior involving data being passed to related methods instead of simply returned can be 

seen.  Android makes use of inheritance, Activities, and Adapters to move data [14].  Option menus 

involve data passing implemented through the use of inheritance.   Android uses Activities and Intents 

when interacting with other programs.  Adapters are used when getting data from some types of 

layouts.  Additionally using multiple threads one can create asynchronous behavior where events may 

occur at unpredictable times. 

 

Looking at examples may make it possible to illustrate how flow can differ or be similar. Looking at 

how data is returned from views to the controller in Android or calling class in Android allows us to 

illustrate how delegate flow can create differences.  On the iOS when server calls are made using the 

library for this implementation the response is returned to a delegate for the library.  In Android the 

response is returned directly via the calling method. These are described in more detail in the Server 

Response section.  However, a more similar flow exists when dealing with menus. On the iOS 

UIActionSheets use delegates (Figure 8) and Android option menus use inheritance (Figure 9). In both 

these cases the flow will be similar, and involve sending data to a different method then started the 

menu display.   

 

Further both the flow of information and view structure are affected by iOSs emphasis on Modal View 

Controller (MVC).  This affects where objects will be set up, what classes will be receiving data, and 

where data handling should take place.  While some aspects of data handling and view separation can 

and should be replicated on Android there is not an emphasis on a strict MVC structure in Android 

development.     

 

5.3.2 Views 

 

How view information is displayed is different in the applications.  The iOSs display structure is 

dictated by MVC and Objective-C. The iOS uses views written in Objective-C.  How the views relate, 

additional widgets, and what data appears is handled by View Controllers.   

 

On Android a view is laid out in XML.  Adapter Classes may be used to get information from 

AdapterViews.  Information is passed into the view from the Java classes using an id set in the 

XML.  An R file is generated with important data declared @+id in the XML file.  This allows one to 

access or pass data to the view from the Java Classes.   

 

There are similarities between these set ups even though they are different.  The load view in an iOS 

modal view controller sets up the view as the XML file does in Android.  Further similarities can be 

seen in how adapters replace delegates in handling some view data.  A more specific example of this is 

discussed when looking at the specific display in the file listing section.   
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5.4 Server Interaction 

 

Retrieving data from the server and presenting it to the user is the primary task of the system.  To do 

this the application makes heavy use of calls to the server to retrieve data. 

 

Different libraries were used in making server calls in the iOS and Android applications.  In the iOS 

application the ASIHTTPRequest library was used to make server calls (this library is no longer under 

development). In the Android application apache libraries were used.  The application made use of 

apache’s http libraries and its james-4jmime library.  This section looks at server interaction in this 

system. 

 

The systems were initially structured differently. In the iOS setup of requests, server requests, and the 

handling of retrieved data were spread between several different classes. Additionally, on the iOS 

requests were structured using delegates.  On Android the set up for server calls was divided by object 

type but the backside requests were all handled by one class. Handling of responses was similarly 

distributed.  How the request structure and translation took place is examined below.   

 

While there were differences in the systems all server calls on both systems had some similarities. All 

types of requests followed the same basic structure of: create request, send request, and handle data. 

What went into a request or how the data was handled would vary some based on the request types but 

not between systems for a type. Reading the XML format of the response might be handled differently, 

but the format of the response would be the same for any given request type. These similarities could 

be useful in translation. 

 

5.4.1 Request Creation 

 

All server requests on the iOS followed the same basic layout. In creating the request the necessary 

data, such as a favorite id for a get, was passed to the relevant function by calling a method for the 

desired request type.  The request type was stored and the fact that a request was being made was 

established so that no other server requests could be made during this asynchronous request.  The 

request was then formatted and an ASIHTTPRequest was made.  The ASIHTTPReqest responded to 

the delegate method requestFinished.  This method then passed off the response data to the appropriate 

method based on the stored requestType.   

 

Translating request creation and response reception to Android had some similarities and 

differences.  It was still important to have a method to format the response and a method where 

response data could be passed.  However Android did not involve the use of delegate methods or 

require storing active request types.  Response data was returned directly from the apache library 

method to the calling method.  This meant in Android having a method that called and received a 

response directly from its called method and then called another method, rather than the iOS's 

progression from one method to the next, as each method continually passed data to the next, based on 

the flow control set up via delegates. 

 

In addition to flow differences there were differences in how each request was set up.  The request 

itself needed to be set up according to the format the library called for (Figure 20-23).  Additionally 

while URL and data would be identical, writing them out was often differed due to language as 

described in the language section concerning Strings (Figure 14-15).   
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Figure 20 iOS URL and data set up 

NSString* favoritesURL = [NSString stringWithFormat:@"%@users/%@/favorites/", 

BaxideServerAddress, myInfo_.userId]; 

// data for a post 

bodyString = [NSString stringWithFormat:@"<favorite name=\"%@\" sharingUsername=\"%@\" 

webShareName=\"%@\" password=\"%@\"/>", 

[XCUtility entitify:createFavoriteArgFavoriteName], createFavoriteArgUserName, 

createFavoriteArgWebshareName, createFavoriteArgPassword]; 

 

Figure 21 Android 

String favoritesURL = "v1/users/"+CacheService.getUserIdFromDB()+"/favorites/"; 

// data for a post 

String body = "<favorite name=\"" + favoriteShareName + "\"" + " sharingUsername=\"" + userName 

+ "\"" + " webShareName=\"" + webShareName + "\"" + " password=\"" + password + 

"\"></favorite>"; 

 

 

Figure 22 Modified iOS example server call 

ASIHTTPRequest *request = [ASIHTTPRequest requestWithURL:url]; 

[request setUsername:[myInfo_.userName lowercaseString]]; 

[request setPassword:myInfo_.password]; 

[request addRequestHeader:@"Content-Length" value:postLength]; 

[request addRequestHeader:@"Content-Type" value:@"application/XML; charset=utf-8"]; 

[request appendPostData:postData]; 

[request setDelegate:self]; 

[UIApplication sharedApplication].networkActivityIndicatorVisible = YES; 

[request startAsynchronous]; 

 

Figure 23 Modified Android server call 

byte[] result = null; 

HttpResponse response = null; 

HttpHost targetHost = new HttpHost(host, 80, "http"); 

//getConnection() is a created method used in setting up host connection details 

DefaultHttpClient httpclient = getConnection(); 

HttpGet httpget; 

httpget = new HttpGet(new String(url)); 

try { 

response = httpclient.execute(targetHost, httpget); 

//continues more program specific 

} catch(Exception e){ //handle exception} 

 

5.4.2 Result Handling 

 

There were similarities and differences in handling responses in the iOS and Android applications. On 

the iOS the response data of NSData type was translated to a DDXMLDocument and then if multiple 
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nodes existed into an into a DDXMLNode array using nodesForXPath. This allowed retrieval of data 

using stringForXPath or attributeNode.stringValue and attributeNode.stringName depending on XML 

format (Figure 24). On Android an XMLPullParser was used to move through the data.  Then 

depending on how the data was stored one could find if something matched with getName and use 

getAttributeValue or getText to retrieve the data (Figure 25).  These two methods worked quite 

similarly, however language differences and previous implementations of similar code made existing 

implementations on the platforms quite different.  Additionally, these were generally distributed to 

different classes based on whether the object type returned was a, favorite, file, or folder since each 

would be read differently.  Finally, image files had an additional step as a thumbnail needed to be 

retrieved. 

 

Figure 24 iOS reading XML 

//comes to delegate request 

- (void)requestFinished:(ASIHTTPRequest *)request 

// something to make sure of what request is being responded to. 

stringwithxpath can work straight from the document or if multiple nodes then 

NSArray* favoriteNodeArray = [XMLDocument nodesForXPath:@"//favorite" error:&err]; 

NSString* name = [XMLNode stringForXPath:@"@name" error:&err]; 

 

Figure 25 Android reading data 

XMLPullParser xpp 

int eventType = xpp.getEventType(); 

while (eventType != XMLPullParser.END_DOCUMENT) { 

if(eventType == XMLPullParser.START_TAG) { 

xpp.getAttributeValue(null, "name"); 

// if an attribute otherwise the next xpp.getText() should match name. 

 

Dealing with errors was again related but different.  With a failure there was a response code and this 

number was identical for the same type of error.  If the responseStatusCode with the iOS or 

response.getStatusLine().getStatusCode() on Android are greater than 399 there is an error. This should 

then result in canceling of loading data, any actions based on that data, like opening a folder, and an 

error message.  The error would need to be output by the correct message format for the device.  When 

error messages were stored in the body they could be retrieved by translating the text to a string. 

 

Looking at server calls, some of the aspects of the general flow in server call translation stayed the 

same and URL and post data was consistent. However, language, structure, tools, and existing code 

reuse lead to very different looking implementations. 

 

5.5 Specific Displays 

 

Several different view types were used in creating the functionality for these applications.  There was 

the need to create or use views to display a desktop, present a list of items, give information, and get 

user input. 

 

5.5.1 Desktop 

 

To display icons properly on a desktop look required building into the existing home screen 
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views.  This meant using the different layout methods that were already used. 

 

On the iOS a grid of UIImage and UILabels were created on a touchable background (Figure 

26).  Additionally objects created and stored in an NSMutableArray.  Both of these were generated 

dynamically based upon a server call to determine if the folders existed. This array was then referenced 

based on what position on the touchable background was selected.  It would also be possible to 

implement similar functionality with the table view or a library since the framework already existed 

adding to it fit the requirements.   

 

In the Android application the items were displayed using a gridView (Figure 27) An AdapterView was 

then used to access the data from the view.   

 

In both applications it was possible to add clickable icons into the existing framework.  On the iOS 

since the objects being used for existing icons had sufficient storage parameters to meet the new 

functionalities needs, new static icons could be added with a method that used the same item types. 

Further the addition method could be called with the static variables data.  Where the clicked 

background location was handled it was possible to examine the item and call the appropriate 

functionality for the static icons.  Android allowed a similar addition of a method to build the static 

icons storing information in the objects and adding to the view.  The minor difference was that the 

response was handled in the Home Screen’s Adapter where it was then possible to use the stored items 

data after retrieving the selected position. Once the item was matched appropriate methods could be 

called to retrieve and handle a pdf, load a folder and launch a menu, or load the settings view. How 

item interaction was handled is discussed below. 

 Figure 26 iOS Desktop    Figure 27 Android Desktop 

 

5.5.2 List Views and XML 

 

When data was recovered from the server it needed to be properly displayed.  Items were generally 

displayed in a list.  On the iOS a UITableView was used for this form of display (Figure 1).  The view 

controller was responsible for populating and displaying the list.  In the Android application a list 

layout was populated with list items (Figure 2). These different tools, though similar in function, 

involved different code to setup.  
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5.5.3 Get Data Views 

 

It was necessary to create a way to get information from the user so he could edit or add files, folders, 

WebShares, and Favorites to his file system.  This was done using forms. On the iOS a combination of 

UITextfields, UIlabels, and UIButtons were generally created and placed based on x and y 

coordinates.  Sometimes multiple buttons or UITables were divided into different sections. 

 

On Android forms were generally created by adding objects including TextViews, EditText fields, and 

Buttons to the layout.  A relative layout was used so that objects ended up in place related to others.  A 

wide range of other UI objects are available on both platforms but discussing them in detail is beyond 

the scope of this paper. 

As with other implementations discussed earlier while the objects being used might be very similar, as 

both TextFields for example, laying them out could prove very different.  Further some of these tools 

required different implications based on the different tools from a system they were interacting with.  

Putting a UITextField in a UIAlertView might work on the iOS while requiring a different 

implementation on Android where the same tool is not available. 

 

5.6 File Interaction 
 

While the foundation for interacting with different types of files was already in both applications, 

during bug fixing and the implementation of the functionality discussed it was necessary to touch on 

loading files.  Additionally uploading files was an aspect of the camera functionality and while this 

functionality was built already, how it works can still expand understanding. 

  

File handling on the iOS was primarily handled using a couple of different tools.  Image display was 

done using UIImageView.  A scroll view was used to allow movement between images.  AVPlayer was 

used in music playing. UIWebView was the primary way of handling websites, pdf, and most 

movies.  The exception for movies was YouTube videos which were handled using 

UIApplicaiton.sharedApplication.  Users could also select to use Safari in place of UIWebView for 

websites. 

 

On Android the tool set was different but generally a replacement existed. What tools were available to 

a user depended largely on what other applications were on the device.  Images were handled by the 

app and displayed using a Gallery and GalleryAdapter in a linear layout. Music, videos, and other file 

types were opened using intents and activities which can be used to find the appropriate program to 

handle a given file type.  Additionally there is no built in pdf viewer in Android.  As a result of this, 

while intents and actions could also be used to try to find the appropriate program.  It was important 

that error checking be included in case no program is found.  Using intents and activities could require 

downloading the media to the Android file system. 

 

Uploading to the server from each device was also supported.  The iOS supported uploading images 

and videos.  On Android it was also possible to upload sound files.  The iOS application used 

UIImagePicker and a library ELCImagePicker to allow for getting data from the device.  Adjustment 

needed to be made to AssetType in ELCImagePicker to allow for videos (Figure 28). On Android an 

Activity was used to get data from the device.  Then server calls were performed to post the data as 

discussed above (Figure 29).  
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Figure 28 iOS example for UIImagePickerController 

UIImagePickerController* picker = [[UIImagePickerController alloc] init]; 

picker.sourceType = UIImagePickerControllerSourceTypePhotoLibrary; 

//requires iOS4 or greater 

picker.mediaTypes = [[NSArray alloc] initWithObjects:reinterpret_cast<const 

NSString*>(kUTTypeMovie), reinterpret_cast<const NSString*>(kUTTypeImage), nil]; 

picker.delegate = self; 

[self presentModalViewController:picker animated:YES]; 

 

//delegate for UIImagePickerController takes response 

- (void)imagePickerController:(UIImagePickerController*)picker 

didFinishPickingMediaWithInfo:(NSDictionary *)info 

{ // handle uploading to server} 

 

Figure 29 Android Upload 

public void uploadFile() { 

//this line allows us to tell the intent what we want it to do 

Intent action = new Intent(Intent.ACTION_GET_CONTENT); 

//type of file 

action = action.setType("*/*") 

.addCategory(Intent.CATEGORY_OPENABLE); 

//chooser menu with the options we got for uploadable content. 

startActivityForResult(Intent.createChooser(action, "Upload file from..."), GET_UPLOAD_FILE); 

} 

//handle the activity result 

@Override 

protected void onActivityResult(int requestCode, int resultCode, Intent data) {//controlled for 

different activities and handle uploading data} 

 

5.7 Storing Data  
 

Another area that needed to be handled differently was storing of data retrieved from the server.  In 

both applications you can store data in objects while the app is active.  On the iOS one can additionally 

store information in a temporary directory using NSFileManager. In Android it is also possible to store 

data in a SQLite database.  Retrieving data from the SQLite database involves more explicit calls and 

can lead to additional coding but also allows for explicit SQL based data control. 

 

6 Conclusion 

 

The goal of this project was to determine tools and methods to help migrate a cloud storage iOS 

application to the Android platform as quickly and completely as possible. Additionally methods for 

future development were to be considered. In this section the success of these goals as well as some of 

the questions that arose when trying to accomplish them will be addressed. 

 

All functionality attempted in this project was successfully migrated from the iOS to Android. Doing 

so efficiently and consistent with the native environments standards lead to some changes in display 
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but overall functionality was maintained. For most iOS functionality examined simple comparable 

solutions were found on Android, and many things could be handled by Activities. 

 

No tools were found for directly porting an iOS application to Android. Available tools also proved 

impractical for building on top of the existing applications. Adding new code generally involved 

modifying or integrating with existing code such that developing in a framework and integrating the 

code was impractical. XMLVM looked appeared to be a potential solution for cross platform 

development when the Android application reaches the same level of functionality as the iOS 

application as it translates from Android to iOS. However, due to the current state of the applications 

this was not tested. Further the results would need to be compared against the existing iOS application.  

Developing in C++ and using the Android NDK might have been an option if starting the Android 

application from scratch but didn't fit well with the partially developed application. 

 

It was decided that implementing in native language on each platform was the best solution given the 

current state of development.  In attempting to implement new functionality in the existing Android 

application based on the existing iOS code some methods proved more effective than others. 

 

Translating line for line did not prove very efficient. As discussed in the results very little code stayed 

completely the same.  The different tool sets and languages lead to a lot of differences in coding.  

However, if one is familiar with the iOS code there are some things that one can do that may help 

speed up Android development.  Outlining the iOS code quickly proved effective in helping to 

translate the iOS code.  Some of the code structure, logic, and server interaction were maintained 

moving between applications. That being said if one is not familiar with the iOS code then it might 

take longer to work out what is happening on the iOS than to implement functionality from scratch on 

Android.  However such a comparison was not within the framework of this project.  Further, knowing 

what tools can replace functionality when moving between the systems can be helpful.   

 

It would be rash to make claims concerning whether more similarly implemented applications would 

allow for greatly improved cross platform implementations.  It is possible that attempting to keep 

things similar could increase complexity and difficulty in implementation.  Additionally due to some 

system differences structure can't stay entirely the same in each application. However, differences in 

code structure, and logic flow in the implementation addressed in this project had a negative impact on 

the speed of direct translation and attempts to reuse functionality, as the same things couldn't be 

counted on in each application.  As a result if one were to choose to implement functionality in both 

applications it would be beneficial where possible to attempt to keep things similar. 

 

Generally following good object oriented principles is also helpful. Keeping code in as functionally 

independent chunks when possible makes reimplementation on the other platform easier and code 

more reusable so that less needs to be repeatedly implemented. 

Server call design in particular showed the importance of good early design. Server calls should be 

made from a central class based upon a passed in URL. Responses can then be handled by the calling 

class as the response may vary depending on objects. Passing the URL into the server calling method, 

not an object id or something used to build the URL proved important. Additionally storing this path 

with the object rather than building it based upon an object simplified things. As new object types are 

introduced paths to retrieve them may change. Additionally when translating every time a server call is 

made in implementing a piece of functionality it should be noted down. This part of the flow of a 

program is generally important and will be repeated between programs. As outlined previously in this 

project thumbnails needed to be retrieved separately from the initial object and noting this server call 

can help make sure this step of the process isn’t missed. 

 

If one were instead interested in developing a tool to directly translate iOS applications to Android it is 
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possible to see some of the challenges they would need to address.  Language translation to C++ or 

Java, and XML, replacement of iOS tools with Android tools and activities, the replacement of 

delegates and posts with, inheritance, interfaces, and basic calls, the translation or replacement of used 

libraries, and potential code restructuring to fit different environments.  While some of these tasks 

might be easily automated others would be more challenging. To be useful for continual development 

rather than one time translation any tool would need to be able to create a product that requires 

minimal adjustments after the translation. 
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